
Poor Husband 101 

C101 Kissing 

White regular Volkswagen drove into the most expensive villa district parked by the roadside. 

After listening to the man's explanation, Hsu Yan did not continue to break up with him. The car that 

sent her home drove to the place and the two of them did not bring it back. 

"So, did I misunderstand you?" 

The woman casually kicked a pebble by the roadside. Zhan Shishen grabbed her hand 

C102 Su Rongyin Saw Him 

By the time they separated, Hsu Yan was already blushing uncontrollably! It was daytime! 

"Pervert, don't be like this in the future, do you hear me?!" 

She was afraid that someone would see her. Although very few people passed by the villa area, if 

someone wanted to... 

Zhan Shishen was very close to her. "Okay, wife! Be careful, don't let anyone bully you!" 

"Don't worry about it 

C103 First Time in the Zhan Mansion 

"No, how could it be like this!" 

Su Rongyin covered her mouth and hid behind a tree. The heart of a young girl that had just sprouted 

was about to break at this moment. 

She saw with her own eyes that Zhan Shishen put the roses in his hands into the car and drove away in a 

low-profile car. 

This flower was undoubtedly given to Hsu Yan 

C104 I Don't Want to be Tied up 

Look at how angry Nan Yun is. Su Rongyin, who had been silent all this time, aunt Nan, this is a rare 

family feast. Don't be so angry on happy days! Second Young Master and Madam Lan Yi seem to have 

arrived. Everyone is waiting to speak to you." 

Lan Yi's wife was the second wife of Zhan family, Zhan Lianchen's mother. 

Only then did Nan Yun feel a little more comfortable," Rongyin 

C105 He Saw the Third Aunt and Sixth Aunt of the Zhan Family 

"What's wrong, Lan? Speak slowly!" She felt something was wrong. 

Lan panted and her face was full of regret. "My stomach suddenly hurts. I went to the bathroom and 

went to the bathroom. The gift you gave me was suddenly splashed with ink! Madam, I'm sorry. It was 

all my fault!" 



Having received professional training as a servant, she actually made such a low-level mistake 

C106 Old Man Zhan 

Hsu Yan already knew that Zhan Lianchen had entered the Zhan's. He and Ninth Master Zhan were only 

a few months away from becoming cousins. 

However, Zhan Lianchen didn't know that the girl he fell in love with at first sight was his sister-in-law! 

Such a melodramatic scene! 

"Miss Hsu, you are my, Ninth Brother's, woman?" 

Zhan Lianchen actually asked Hsu Yan in front of everyone 

C107 He Was Laughed at 

It turned out that the old man and Nan Yun of the Zhan family knew that Ninth Master Zhan's legs were 

weak and his body wasn't in a good condition. 

However, no one dared to spread the news of ___'s eldest grandson's sudden hospitalization, the one 

they thought the most highly of. 

Nan Yun also said, "Yes 

C108 Husband's Protection 

"Mrs. Zhan, since Ninth Master said he would only attend after seeing my gift, I'm afraid you can only 

appreciate it." 

Hsu Yan held back her laughter and answered. Sure enough, Nan Yun was troubled. 

Wasn't this saying that if she wanted to see her son, as the mother-in-law, she had to surpass her 

daughter-in-law? 

The proud and arrogant Nan Yun suddenly became even angrier. At this time 

C109 Jiu Ye Vomited Blood 

A group of people was staring at this Ninth Master Zhan who had not shown himself for a long time! 

Shouldn't Ninth Master Zhan be in the hospital? Why would he appear to save his wife? 

The atmosphere of the banquet, which was already complicated, was turbulent! 

In the blink of an eye, Hsu Yan had already gotten up from the man. She actually almost mistook Ninth 

Master Zhan for Zhan Shishen 

C110 He Asked Me to Let Her Go 

Hsu Yan was also stunned. 

What was this person doing? He kept pushing her into the fire pit. 

Didn't she just want to divorce him? He had so much news outside, wasn't it normal for him to be 

suspected? 



When she thought about how a man might mess with her along the way, the woman suddenly replied in 

a bad mood, "Special Assistant Qi, I'm afraid that's not possible! Just now, Mrs 

 


